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� if you had stepped over the threshold into the Bedford coffeehouse
in London’s Covent Garden late one evening in the spring of 1741, a sight and sound
might have commanded your attention, along with the mixed aromas of over-brewed
coffee, Virginia tobacco, and damp worsted. Above the shouts of drink orders and
catches from Thomas Arne’s latest songs could perhaps be discerned, commanding by
his simple presence, a twenty-four-year-old from Lichfield proselytizing in the name
of Shakespeare. His name was David Garrick.

The fame of Garrick, eighteenth-century London’s most celebrated actor, and
William Shakespeare were and remain intricately linked. Garrick succeeded, of
course, in his endeavor to remind Stratford-upon-Avon of its famous son and build
various memorials to Shakespeare. Several survive to this day. So too, of course, does
Shakespeare’s reputation as national poet and the English language’s finest dramatist.
His apparent unassailability and largely unquestioned superiority over all other writ-
ers in English dates, it is argued in Shakespeare in the Eighteenth Century, less from
Shakespeare’s own lifetime than from Garrick’s. When Queen Anne held the throne in
the first years of the eighteenth century, Shakespeare was regarded as one of several
important dramatists of the Elizabethan/Jacobean stage, but not as the earlier era’s lit-
erary godhead. By the accession of Victoria more than a century later, Shakespeare was
widely lionized within the British Isles, performed, read, and eulogized throughout the
English-speaking world and increasingly also elsewhere. Through the course of the
long eighteenth century William Shakespeare had been reborn as a sort of literary
deity. What had happened?
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Fiona Ritchie and Peter Sabor’s elegant and magisterial collection of essays on
Shakespeare in the age of Garrick is a welcome and indeed timely addition to the
canon of work on Shakespeare’s “afterlife” in the eighteenth century and beyond, and
his place in the cultural pantheon; the world of Garrick—actor, writer, producer, and
merchant of Shakespeare as cultural commodity—is rarely far from the concerns of
these essayists. This handsome and weighty volume emanates from Cambridge Uni-
versity Press and from the hands of two leading scholars in this field, Ritchie and Sabor,
both of McGill University’s English department. It is not the first such collection, and
indeed Sabor edited with Paul Yachnin an equally beguiling set of essays published in
2008 by Ashgate, somewhat confusingly titled Shakespeare and the Eighteenth Cen-
tury. What these volumes lack in titular originality, they more than make up for in
scope, ambition, and timeliness. To address the genesis of one aspect of Shakespeare’s
cultural significance—the world of “bardolatry,” as it is sometimes termed—is to
address more than the playwright and plays themselves, or the changing reception his
works were given at a crucial period in the history of the dramatic word. It also forms a
suitably theatrical backdrop to the origins of a troublingly contemporary concern: the
authorship debate, which dates also to this period and is one major new impetus to
interest in this area of Shakespearean study, though rightly and happily Ritchie and
Sabor do not concern themselves directly with conspiracy theories, only with the era
that gave them life. More than this, Shakespeare in the Eighteenth Century triumphs in
its stated aim of using the reception of Shakespeare to further enlighten our under-
standing of the period in question—its culture, concerns, politics, and artistic sensibil-
ities. In the eighteenth century, Ritchie and Sabor write, Shakespeare became
indisputably the most popular English dramatist. Published editions, dramatic per-
formances, and all kinds of adaptations of his works—frequently maligned since—
proliferated and his influence on authors and genres was extensive. By the time of
Garrick’s latter years, Shakespeare’s status had been fully established, and since that
time he has remained central to English culture. What differentiates this collection of
essays from the previous Shakespeare and the Eighteenth Century more clearly is the
way Shakespeare in the Eighteenth Century explores the impact Shakespeare had on
various aspects of culture and society: not only in literature and the theater but also in
visual arts, music, national identity, and even in the discourse on the French Revolu-
tion. It also strives to posit a warning to those who study Shakespeare in any period of
his reception, but particularly this one: Shakespeare in the eighteenth century was not
our Shakespeare.

�
One side effect of the controversial 1737 Theatre Licensing Act, which obliged new
works to be submitted to the Lord Chamberlain for censorship, had been a rash of pro-
ductions of long-dead writers’ works. Championing Shakespeare, in the manner Gar-
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rick did from early in his career, was therefore a semi-political act. The Westminster
memorial was a keystone in Garrick’s and others’ ambitions to have the acting profes-
sion made more respectable by turning the actor-playwright of Stratford into an icon
of British culture, and in this, of course, they succeeded. But perforce the beatification
of the Bard was a good deal more complex and wide-ranging than that. Some of this
may seem like familiar territory, but it is a story worth telling with diligence. This col-
lection is an admirable and engrossing overview of the ongoing debate in academe on
the revivified career of Shakespeare in the long eighteenth century, far beyond the
immediate concerns of Garrick to establish his career, respectability, and box-office
success. As a result, Shakespeare in the Eighteenth Century contains valuable insights
for scholars of both the Bard and the Enlightenment, but would sit comfortably too on
the shelves of anyone interested in the history of the theater or indeed the eighteenth
century, as an introduction to the reinterpretations of period and playwright provided
by a study of both at once. Iterated in art and sculpture, requisitioned in the cause of
British nationalism in counterpoint to the French, deployed as town crier in Stratford
to inaugurate literary tourism and a jubilee, and even referenced in the decorative and
domestic arts of Georgian homes, Shakespeare cast a long shadow across the eigh-
teenth century. But not only was the image and idea of the Bard appropriated for the
period, Shakespeare also afforded the Georgians a diffracting crystal by which to
understand and reflect themselves. This volume benefits from wide cultural ambi-
tions—encompassing art and music and philosophy as well as the theater and publish-
ing. It offers a purview only possible from the many perspectives afforded by this range
of scholars—experts variously in the visual arts, political philosophy, translations, and
forgeries—but given shape and meaning and elegant introduction by Ritchie and
Sabor themselves. It benefits too from a highly useful and engaging reference guide to
the subject of the title by Frans de Bruyn.

Some of this of course has been done and said before. The study of the Georgian
Bard dates back at least as far as the early twentieth century, when the standard line,
that the Georgians rewrote and degraded Shakespeare through an inexact understand-
ing of his intentions, was reinterpreted in an attempt to better analyze the adapters’
intentions and the way they responded to the professional pressures of the Georgian
stage. Ritchie and Sabor take their lead from more recent scholarship by making every
effort in what they write, and have commissioned, to view the eighteenth-century ver-
sion of Shakespeare on its own terms. In order to do this, of course, they must step back
from the canvas and from individual surviving sources to look at the era’s aesthetic
concerns as well as the exigencies of the professional stage as it then was. More than
this, Shakespeare in the Eighteenth Century attempts to explore the eighteenth-century
Shakespeare as a cultural, sociological, and political phenomenon, something quite
near, in fact, to contemporary work on today’s Shakespeare, seen as a cultural trope
only loosely associated with the written and performed words of the man himself.
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�
The first of the five sections of Shakespeare in the Eighteenth Century concerns itself
with the core material—the written record of works in print. Jack Lynch, Antonia
Forster, and Marcus Walsh look at critical responses, periodical reviews, and trends in
editing, respectively. Walsh’s essay, which opens this section, details the editing and
publishing of Shakespeare’s works, with an exploration of the central role of Jacob Ton-
son in commissioning a series of editions that developed both Shakespeare’s literary
reputation and the practices of textual editing. Lynch focuses on critical reception,
showing how the need to deal with Shakespeare’s violation of classical literary rules led
critics to develop new criteria for literary genius, while Forster discusses the explo-
sion of journalistic comment on Shakespeare editions, productions, and forgeries,
thereby illuminating his role in the formation of a national literary taste. Their topics
might seem dry but lead directly into the more compelling essay by Brean Hammond,
in which he examines the academically neglected area of the forgeries of William
Henry Ireland and Lewis Theobald’s 1727 Double Falsehood, which responded in their
different ways to the expectations of readers and playgoers that the other writers in the
section describe.

The second part of Shakespeare in the Eighteenth Century looks at Shakespeare
within the canon of eighteenth-century poetry and novels before addressing, in the
words of Tiffany Stern, the “use made of Shakespeare” by eighteenth-century drama-
tists. David Fairer argues that Shakespeare became a watchword for natural genius
and that the imaginative power exemplified by supernatural elements from the plays
in filtrated poetic language. Samuel Richardson’s many allusions to Shakespeare in
Clarissa marked the beginning of the Bard’s influence on the novel, according to
Thomas Keymer, while his moral exempla flourished in the didactic fiction of the late
eighteenth century. Stern’s essay makes frequent play of the fact that Georgian stage
practitioners, as well as writers, found inspiration not in Shakespeare’s original texts
but in late seventeenth-century adaptations. It is a signal point and a suitable segue to
the third and, for me as a man of theater, most compelling section, which concerns
itself with the actual staging of Shakespeare’s plays in this period. Robert Shaugh-
nessy’s essay on changing acting styles from Betterton to Kemble succeeds with appro-
priate panache in re-creating the dizzying excitement of Garrick’s Shakespearean
“naturalism” (learned in large measure from Charles Macklin) while pointing out how
far this approach was based on eighteenth-, not twenty-first-century ideals of what
constitutes naturalism in the first place. This key observation not only underscores the
essential evanescence of the theatrical arts—something Garrick was keenly aware of—
and the related impossibility of unassailable accuracy of interpretation, but also helps
further the essential argument of the volume: that our condescension at theatrical
styles of the past is exactly parallel to the eighteenth century’s relationship with Shake-
speare in the first place. Similarly, in addressing with wit and candor the bizarre duality
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of professional actresses’ careers—something Ritchie has winningly written of her-
self—Shaughnessy brings “Mrs” Peg Woffington to life in all her complexity, sexual
knowingness, and inwit as one of the great interpreters of Shakespeare. Michael Bur-
den examines operatic adaptations, in which Shakespeare helped define national
opera against the Italian model and, again as rebuttal to the long-held assumption that
Shakespeare in the eighteenth century was a tale told by idiots signifying disdain for
the playwright’s intentions, Jenny Davidson’s essay on adaptations makes clear sense of
the what, why, and where of Georgian stage “interpretations” of Shakespeare. It has
long been a useful truism in film studies that the many filmic adaptations of Shake-
speare tell us as much about changing cinema audiences and expectations as they do
about choices inherent in the texts. Likewise, Davidson argues that the “medium” of
eighteenth-century culture held up to Shakespeare’s works themselves operates as an
endlessly reflecting pair of mirrors, where even the apparently purist Dr. Johnson
could find himself shocked to discover that Cordelia dies at the end of King Lear, so
admiring was he of Nahum Tate’s 1681 version: the idea reflects upon the man, the
moment, and the shifting power of the play. The text has always been mediated and
adapted; it is the mien and manner of doing so that reveals not only the depth of the
plays themselves but also the breadth of discourse in this period.

The fourth section of the volume details the memorializing of Shakespeare in
the eighteenth century, not only through commercializing his image but also through
the increasing use of scenes and characters from his work in the visual arts. Shearer
West points out that the tight nexus around the West End patent houses included
ambitious painters such as Henry Fuseli, William Hogarth, Thomas Gainsborough,
and Joshua Reynolds, all of whom knew the great stage names of the era well and often
hoisted their professional reputations by painting the personalities of the age, many of
them actors. More intriguingly, West traces through the art of the period, from the
“vulgar Shakespeare” scenes displayed at Vauxhall gardens to the grandiose renderings
of Garrick at the time of the 1769 Jubilee, the ascent of the Bard from emblem of Merry
England to icon of national identity. Kathryn Prince closes this section with her essay
on Shakespeare and English nationalism, which could as easily sit in the final seg-
ment—on Shakespeare in the wider world—in that it takes as its inspiration the differ-
ing responses to Shakespeare’s works in the eighteenth century in France and England,
and the often quoted pronouncements of Voltaire that Shakespeare was a barbarian. In
this last section, Philip Smallwood looks at Shakespeare in Enlightenment philosophy,
Roger Paulin at Shakespeare in Germany, and Fran de Bruyn at Shakespeare in the
French Revolution. Exciting though it is to step beyond the bounds of the English lan-
guage and the British Isles toward the end of the volume, and invigorating though it is
to see the works of Shakespeare used to such effect within key issues of the era—revo-
lution, Enlightenment philosophy, and the birth of German nationalism—these clos-
ing essays strike slightly discordant notes at the end of a work mired happily in the
muddied business of the theater and English literature. There was a third book possi-
ble here, surely. 
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Of inestimable value to the specialist or more general enthusiast is the “Refer-
ence Guide” by Frans de Bruyn that completes the volume. In structure it mirrors the
book, divided into sections on the editing and publishing of Shakespeare in the eigh-
teenth century, then on staging, then on art, and moving on to criticism, reception his-
tory, biographies, and Shakespeare “abroad.” In the daunting business of facing any
area of Shakespeare study, this sort of digest and description gladdens the heart and
mind, and has already saved me much time—not least by providing a sort of “dramatis
personae” of eighteenth-century Shakespeare scholars and aficionados. But also, in
demonstrating yet again the depth and breadth of material making up the world of
Shakespeare in the eighteenth century, the guide provides a fitting conclusion to the
overarching thesis of the book. The pervasive influence of Shakespeare in art, in litera-
ture and music, and in the wider cultural debates of the long eighteenth century
allowed and allows a new coloring of the era. In seeking to understand what Shake-
speare meant to his varied eighteenth-century consumers, the essayists in this volume
tell us much about the aesthetic, cultural, and political values of the period they
address. Shakespeare meant then, as he means now, many different things to different
people, and notably to those people who read or heard his words in languages other
than English. In the eighteenth century, his plays alone constituted not just material for
myriad adaptations, as now, but also the inspiration for other dramatists, opera writ-
ers, musicians, and painters, as well as a means by which performers might establish
their reputations. 

Perhaps the greatest triumph of this deeply pleasing volume, however, is the
demonstration that Shakespeare in the eighteenth century came to mean something
collective, too. The man and his works became a way for England, and to lesser extent
Britons and English-speaking peoples generally, to forge an identity that was national
in the former cases, and linguistic and cultural in the latter. The eighteenth century
created in the Bard a cultural export for England, and the nation too was served by its
new poet-in-chief, who helped the country and the speakers of its language develop an
understanding of self. The further raison d’être therefore for this work, if one were
needed, is that the study of Shakespeare in the eighteenth century allows a more
nuanced understanding of both the period and the dramatist by considering those ele-
ments of the works that appealed and “worked” then, which, by extension, allows us a
reflection on our contemporary relationship with his works and his continuing cul-
tural dominance. 

Within the British theater, if not the wider world of Shakespeare scholarship,
the exemplary status the playwright achieved in the eighteenth century is traditionally
credited to Garrick’s advocacy. One of the triumphs of this work is to delineate the
wider interest in Shakespeare in the eighteenth century that marks out Garrick’s com-
mercial savvy, for it predates him. The book’s stated purpose, and it is an important
one, is “[to elucidate] the means through which Shakespeare achieved such exemplary
status and [to explore] the impact he had on various aspects of society and culture” (7).
For this reason its essays encompass more than the important issue of the adaptations
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and stagings of Shakespeare’s plays in eighteenth-century England. They also address
Shakespeare as in the wider context of the visual arts, British nationalism, music, and
the burgeoning interest in his life and works in other countries and in other languages.
Jan Kott advised us that Shakespeare is our contemporary, and every age takes him and
his works for their own. The recent scholarship on Shakespeare in the eighteenth cen-
tury has attempted to move away from the suppositions that he was adulterated and
traduced in the eighteenth century with its “happy ending Lears” and to reclaim the
eighteenth-century Shakespeare who is not “ours,” and not Elizabethan either. His
works as they were staged reflected, rightly, eighteenth-century concerns, and this
work seeks to reclaim eighteenth-century Shakespeare within those historically spe-
cific terms.

�
Consequent to all this, Kate Rumbold’s truly superlative disquisition on the Garrick
Stratford jubilee of 1769 sits appositely as a sort of keystone to the arch of this book’s
thesis and at the halfway point of the book. Apposite because the jubilee is one of the
best and certainly the most famous nexus for debate on what Shakespeare became
through the course of the eighteenth century. Apposite, too, as the jubilee serves as a
reminder to scholars of Shakespeare and his afterlife that his reception is not a histori-
cal narrative in the usual sense but rather a telling and retelling of stories. The jubilee
also holds rich pickings for scholars and satirists, then as now, with its heady mix of tri-
umph and failure, bathetic comedy and final triumph—both for Shakespeare and Gar-
rick’s box office. It had, too, its central place in the intriguing relationship of Garrick
and the comedian Samuel Foote, who met, as legend has it, through their shared love of
Shakespeare, at the Bedford coffee house in 1742 where Garrick was fundraising. The
first public advertisement for Garrick’s “Shakespeare Jubilee” appeared in the
St. James’s Chronicle on May 6, 1769. The jamboree was planned for September 5–7,
1769, in Stratford-upon-Avon, a neglected backwater of Warwickshire then without
either a theater or a widely recognized connection to its famous theatrical son. Like
festivals before and since, it was conceived as a synthesis of imperatives: commercial,
adulatory, and self-promotional. Garrick solicited funds from the public for the ven-
ture. Foote greeted it all with wry skepticism: it was, in his opinion, “Garrick’s Folly” (a
reference to the Shakespeare shrine Garrick built in Hampton)—an exercise in vaunt-
ing ambition for both performer and long-dead writer that had an insufficient claim
on the good will of the London arts community to oblige them to traipse all the way to
Warwickshire.

Nevertheless, the summer of 1769 was dominated in the newspapers by Gar-
rick’s grandiose plans and, given the scale of his ambition against the backwardness of
Stratford, it remains an extraordinary testament to his skills as a producer. There were
to be balls, masquerades, and a horse race. A rotunda was built, in imitation of the one
at Ranelagh Gardens—the first Stratford-upon-Avon Shakespeare Theatre—designed
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to accommodate up to two thousand spectators, which amounted to more than the
entire population of Stratford.

Though the satirist Sam Foote made full comic mileage out of Garrick and
Shakespeare throughout this period, he had no call to rain on his rival’s parade, as the
heavens did the damage for him. The rain started on September 4, 1769, and did not let
up until the ninth. The downpour ruined the expensively costumed spectacle, dousing
the fireworks and forcing the small crowds to run for cover through the mud. The
audiences complained about it all: the housing, the prices of drinks, the meager sup-
plies of food. The horse race was delayed and the rotunda floor flooded before the
masked ball. The procession of Shakespearean characters had to be canceled. The
jubilee was judged a shoddy wash-out. The only successes, according to William
Smith, an actor in Garrick’s company, were Thomas Arne’s music and Garrick’s “Ode
to Shakespeare,” which stands as the mission statement to the whole business of Shake-
speare in the eighteenth century. His own costume sodden with rain, Smith neverthe-
less recalled, decades later, feeling rapt that day with the honor and pleasure of “living
in the days of Garrick!”

When they met up later in a Shakespeare tavern, Garrick seemed unshakeable
in his positivity. “Well, Sam, what do you think of all this?” he asked his old friend in
the company of Macklin.

“Think of it,” came Foote’s reply, “as a Christian should do: as God’s revenge
against vanity.”

Such was the verdict of the whip-tongued Sam Foote. But the Shakespeare
industry, born of this period, was only just beginning. The crowds returned to Warwick
and London, pressing into service whatever vehicles would take them, and the newspa-
pers in town had plenty of sport at the jubilee’s expense. Squibs, cartoons, and playlets
appeared lampooning the whole affair, yet still Garrick stayed bullish. He had made
his point about Shakespeare as being worthy of national celebration, and he had
thought up, he told the artist Benjamin Wilson, who shared his coach back to Hamp-
ton, a way to recoup his losses. This was, in a sense, another eighteenth-century decla-
ration, not of independence, but of cultural pre-eminence, and the reason for the
centrality of the jubilee in this volume.

Garrick—inspired by Foote—wrote a comedy about the Stratford festival for
Drury Lane, calling it simply The Jubilee. He would appear as himself, in an article of
singular comic self-deprecation and marketing genius. It was merely a playlet, but it
made much comic capital out of the crowding and price-gouging of Stratford, as well
as the inclement critics and weather—and even the perceived pomposity of the ven-
ture. Garrick’s expensively costumed parade of Shakespearean characters became a set
piece in the comedy, ridiculed by an Irish character who mocks the grandiose
pageantry of British nationalism. It was a part Foote should have played, but it went to
Richard Yates, another skilled mimic, who based his performance on old Thomas
Sheridan. His bathetic interruptions, written by Garrick, were the comic counterfoil to
the spectacle on stage: a complete restaging of the Stratford pageant as it should have
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been, at least making use of the costumes. Nineteen separate tableaux moved across
the stage: Much Ado bled into Twelfth Night and into Richard III, Romeo and Juliet,
Hamlet, Henry IV, Anthony and Cleopatra, and The Merchant of Venice —a veritable
greatest hits of Shakespeare and Garrick and a signal moment, of course, in the trans-
formation of William Shakespeare into cultural artifact: prepackaged, amputated from
his written words. Of immediate effect for Garrick and Foote, it turned Garrick’s
£2,000 personal loss and the danger of bankruptcy for Foote’s main business rival,
Drury Lane, into a vast commercial juggernaut. The Jubilee ran longer than any play
that premiered in the entire eighteenth century—more than ninety consecutive per-
formances before anything else had a look-in at the Theatre Royal.

So, it was to be expected, in conclusion, that wags would eventually print Gar-
rick’s supposed response to Foote. It was a prologue that was never spoken and, though
printed in Garrick’s name, has little claim to be Garrick’s actual hand or even style. Yet
its sentiments reflect some of the complexity of emotion he must have felt, faced over
and over again with Foote’s infuriating whimsy and cruel parody of his grand inten-
tions with regard to Shakespeare in his century:

O that that too too solid house, which Foote
Has in the Haymarket, would melt at once
Thaw and resolve itself into a dew!
Or that the Royal Pleasure had not fix’d
A patent for the summer in his hands!
Fie on it, O Fie—Foote’s an unweeded garden
That grows to seed, things rank and gross in nature
Possess him merely. That it should come to this!
But nine months given to me—nay not so much
Not nine! So excellent an actor! And to him
Hyperion to a satyr. Heaven and earth!
Must I remember? Why the town hangs on me
As if increase of appetite did grow
By what it fed on . . .
It is not nor cannot come to good
But break my heart, for I must hold my tongue.

Foote was right to pay special regard to the festival and what Garrick was doing with
Shakespeare’s name. The jubilee planted a seed that grows still. Stratford has been asso-
ciated ever since with the glover’s son, his birthplace, and the few sites that attach to his
name. Word of the jubilee spread abroad—to Germany and France especially—where
arguments about drama and national culture were also current and where Shake-
speare’s plays were appearing in new translations. And Garrick successfully married
the texts to the business of performance—not as obvious as it might sound—in Strat-
ford as elsewhere. The acting profession benefited enormously through succeeding
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generations from this grafting of the respectability of poetry on to the rackety business
of the stage. Foote both applauded and denounced aspects of Garrick’s bardolatry,
decrying the spectacle that Garrick, as a producer, found commercial, but singing with
Garrick the praises of the writer who had first brought them together as students at the
Bedford—the actor-playwright of Stratford and a man Foote tellingly described as
Britain’s pre-eminent “comedian.”

As heads of the two most successful patent theaters of the late 1760s, the Hay -
market and Drury Lane, Foote and Garrick were obliged eventually to put personal
 rancor behind the exigencies of box office. Although Foote came near to staging his
ragamuffin satirical procession, the Drugger’s Jubilee, back in London, he was dis-
suaded. A mutual friend, the Marquess of Stafford, arranged a “chance” meeting be -
tween the rival actor-managers and Garrick broke the silence by simply asking Foote:
“So, is it war or peace?”

Foote smiled and shrugged and said, according to his memoirs, “O Davy! Peace
by all means.”

� ian kelly’s newly published biography of eighteenth-century comedian
Samuel Foote, titled Mr Foote’s Other Leg, was awarded the Society of Theatre
Research Theatre Book of the Year Award for 2012–13. Kelly was a Francis Bacon
Fellow at the Huntington in the spring of 2012, working on Foote and on a new
book about Shakespeare’s acting career.
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